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Introducing Participants

1. Nepal Baptist Church Council

2. Believers Church Nepal 

3. Koinonia Church Group

4. Preritiya Church Group

5. Narzarin Church Nepal

6. National Churches Fellowship of Nepal

7. Others

8. Dr. David Boan



Devotion: We Are Royalty

 James 2:8

 I Peter 2:9

 Revelation 5:10

 Levitical Law

 Royal Means Kingly

 What it means to be royalty



Discussion - What do we all want?

 Reduce disaster Risk – What does that mean?

 Stronger communities

 Stronger churches

 What do you want?



Aims

 Design and implement a local program that …

 Engages church members

 Inclusive of community members

 Leads to a stronger community over time

 Demonstrates God’s mercy through the church

 So that …

 The community is safer

 Faith is strengthened

God is glorified



WEA as a 

Partner in 

Disaster 

Recovery 

and 

Resilience

 Current effort in the Caribbean

 WEA Role

 Technical, including IT, data,  specialized training

 Fiscal oversight

 Communications

 Maintain attention

 Engage and coordinate with international groups

 How might WEA been helpful in your past disaster 

response?



Pastors Tell 

Us They 

Want …

How to learn what the community needs

How to collaborate with other 
organizations

How a church can preserve its identify in 
Christ while partnering in the community

Where to get training for the new skills 
that are needed

What would you add to this list?



Approach

Day One –
Basic Concepts 
and Approach 
to Change

01
Day Two –
Creating Your 
Plan and 
Taking Action

02
Day Three –
Learning

03
Day Four –
Improving and 
Sharing

04



A community participation approach to making communities 
stronger

Community problems are 
complex.  Complex problems 
are best approached in a series 
of steps with learning following 
each step.

01
Communities are stronger where

•There is injustice and vulnerability are 
reduced

•Barriers between people are low

•All members participate in change

02
Churches need to do this work.  
Engaging in communities …

•Strengthens the faith of church members

•Demonstrates the compassionate and 
prophetic roles of the church

•Helps members put their faith into action
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How We Will Work Together This Week

Present a topic on 
one of the six steps 
to lasting change

01
Discuss how to 
adapt the step to 
Nepal

02
Your team 
discusses how to 
use that in your 
own mission

03
You present what 
you are doing and 
get feedback

04
By the end of four 
days every team 
should have a plan 
for community 
action.
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Discussion

What types of programs are 
you doing?

What challenges have you 
faced?

What have you learned 
about community projects?



Key Concepts



The Church Has Special Strengths.  It is 

Important to be Clear About Them

Operate from a 
position of strength 
when partnering

01
Focus on what you do 
well, and how it 
expresses your mission, 
rather than on what 
another group wants 
you to do.

02
Reduces risk of loss of 
identity

03
What risks do you see 
when partnering with 
government or 
NGOs?
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The Unique and Valuable Contributions of 

Churches to their Communities Include …

Building Social 
Capital

Healing Moral and 
Spiritual Injury

Bridging between 
local communities 
and international 
agents (Trusted 

agency). 

Providing a voice to 
the vulnerable 

(Advocacy)

Confronting 
corruption and the 

root causes of 
injustice. 

What would you 
add to this list?



The Church is Central to this Model

 Speak out about bad policies (Prophetic Role)

 Recognize vulnerability as the opposite of resilience and 

rooted in injustice

 Recognize and speak for the vulnerable

 Integrate disaster ministry into existing ministries

See disasters as exposing injustice.  

See injustice as a defining ministry of the church

Make existing ministries “disaster aware”

How are the people you already minister to impacted 

by severe weather and climate change?



Why Should 

the Church 

Serve the 

Community?  

A Few 

Sample 

Verses …

1 Peter 4:10

James 2:14-17

Matthew 25:35

Romans 12:13-17.

Ephesians 2:10

Romans 12:20-21 1 

Peter 5:2

Luke 14:13-14



Local Context from Local Experts

We will emphasize discussing 
with you how to change this 
approach for this community 
and culture 
(contextualization).

01
It is important to not take a 
model as it is without critique.  
We must work together to 
create an approach that is 
adapted to this community 
and culture

02
We need everyone to 
participate to make this a 
success.
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Lasting Change Happens One Step at 

a Time

1. Take modest steps, such as a program or strategy you can use for 3 

to 6 months.

2. Rather than looking for a solution or answer, focus on what you can 

learn

What is working

Why is it working

Who is it helping

 How can we do this better

3. Learn and then make changes, then do the next program 

4. Share what you learn with others



Church and Community Based Resilience

Emphasize learning 
at least as much as 
prediction and 
preparedness

1

Engage the 
vulnerable in 
developing the 
solution

2

Build member 
capacity to 
engage in their 
community

3

Develop a dialog, 
share lessons across 
communities

4

Confront 
vulnerability, 
promote resilience
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Three 

Parts to a 

Disaster

An event, for example a typhoon

Exposure, for example people 
living in the path of the typhoon

Vulnerability, people who are 
exposed and vulnerable to harm

World focuses on events, because 
they are dramatic and grab 
attention, but that focus is 

misleading



Are Disasters Getting Worse?

 Em-Data data shows sharp increase in disasters, BUT.. 

Not the whole story

 Harm is increasing faster than disaster events, and faster 

than the severity of events.

More people and buildings in the “bullseye”

 The number of vulnerable people harmed in disasters is 

increasing faster than general population

 To understand the increase we need to look at the 

increase in vulnerability



Disaster Preparedness is Not Enough

Current approach is to predict a disaster and promote 
preparedness

 Preparedness may be increasing, but so are disparities 
and vulnerability

 Result is that as much as we work on preparedness, 
harm is increasing

 This calls for the church to 

 Exercise its prophetic voice

 Advocate for the vulnerable

 Practice integral mission

 While also working on preparedness



A Few 

More Key 

Concepts

Resilience

Sustainability

Integral Mission 

Vulnerability

Disparity



Examples of Church Action

Met with government to secure money promised for 

medical clinic

 Advocated for improved training and accountability for 

building inspectors

 Build community center that doubled as disaster shelter

 Identified people in most vulnerable areas and taught 

them to prepare to evacuate

 Taught groups to advocate for own needs

Created a Disaster Coalition with Evangelical Alliance to 

coordinate preparedness and share lessons



Community 
Project Learning 
Model –
One Community 
Team Project at 
a Time…

Engage

Collect

Act

Learn

Improve/ 
Apply

Share



Project 
One

Project 
Two

Project 
Three

Long Term Change is a Series of Linked 

Projects Over Time



Lessons from 

Typhoon Jolanda

 Missed Again: Making space for partnership in the 
typhoon Haiyan response

1. Support local capacity development

2. Support partnership development

3. Explore practical ways to scale up 
partnerships

4. Provide direct funding to National NGOs 
(NNGOs)

5. Review evaluations and act on lessons 
learned (Learn!)

6. Coordinate with the government 
(Communicate!)

7. Localize response



Studies of Community Change –
We Know More About What Does NOT Work than 
What Does

A Program is Likely to not work if it ..

• Top down

• Leaving out the people who live with the problem

• Using “outside” solutions without critically discussing and changing them

• Uninvolved leadership

• Difficult to change because …

• International response overwhelms local and national government and 
NGOs

• International groups fail to work effectively with local groups



Programs 

More Likely 

to Work 

When …

Strong local team approach to DRR (team)

Strong local leadership and structure (leaders)

Engage the people who live with the problem 
(community)

Relationships with INGOs and local partners 
(network)

Focus on learning and developing creative local 
solutions rather than adopting outside solutions 
(learning)



Discussion

When we say “local community capacity”, what 
does that mean here?  What does this local 
community need more of?

The report on Yolanda said that INGOs need to 
do more to support local capacity.   In practical 
terms, what does that mean here? How does 
that apply to WEA?

We are emphasizing a team approach where 
those who are most at risk are on the team.  
What does that mean here?  Who are those 
most at risk, and what will it take for them to be 
on the team?



Exercise - In 
your groups, 
discuss these 
two questions, 
then report 
back.

Who are the most 
vulnerable people in your 
community, and why are 
they vulnerable?

What makes your 
community resilient?


